The Bulk of Economic Growth is Occurring Outside the U.S.

- Job growth in the U.S. between 1990-2008 from tradeable sectors: 2%
- Share of global economic growth occurring outside the U.S., 2013-2018: 83%
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$35\text{ trillion}

global middle class consumption in 2020
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Exports Are Fueling the U.S. Recovery
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Yet Few Firms Are Exporters

4% of all U.S. employer firms export

58% of U.S. exporters sell to only one foreign market

More U.S. Metro Areas Are Being Intentional About Their Global Futures
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Traded Sectors Are Key to High Quality Economic Growth

Tradable Sector Job = Local Jobs

5,690 jobs per $1 billion in exports


Lessons from Metro Export Planning

- Companies **fear** exporting
- Companies **lack awareness** of global opportunities and services
- **Inadequate pipeline** of export ready companies
- Many companies must be highly **intentional** about exporting
- Exporting typically requires a **case management** approach
- Export services vary in quality and are often **fragmented**
- State and federal efforts often **lack sustained** vision and commitment